YUNA SPRING FIELD DAY 2017
Yuna Field Day on the 14th September was attended by 110 people this year on what turned out to
be a warm September day of 33°C. Brady Green stepped in 2 days before the event due to the
current president of YFIG, Matt Johnson, being in hospital.

First stop was Jeremy and Murray Brooks
place where Christine Zaicou Kunesch
(DPIRD) ran through the varieties Jeremy had
put in i.e. Chief, Ninja, Mace, Scepter as a
large scale demo and also some other new
varieties suitable for East Yuna.

In Jeremy and Murrays’ canola where they had GT50 planted alongside Pac404, Jacqui Bucat (DPIRD)
covered off on canola seeding rates, seed size, seeding depth, ramifications of keeping seed and
varieties.

Micheal Hickey (Nuseed) spoke about replacing
GT50 with GT53, and Tony Munns (Pioneer)
covered their main new variety that may be
applicable for the medium rainfall zone 44Y27,
and the supply of 43Y23.

After a dusty, now getting a bit toasty, drive
west through the wildflower country of north
east Yuna we arrived at Ashley and Belinda
Eastoughs’ property at Nolba to look at an
Elders Ltd radish trial sprayed in stressed
conditions in June. Belinda Eastough (Elders
Ltd) demonstrated the level of control
differences between Group H products
compared with Group F in those conditions on
a radish population of 58 plants/m2.

Moving a convoy of a bus and 40 cars was
an interesting logistical exercise, but we
managed to get to Brady and Erin Greens’
property on time to look at the soil
amelioration trial that was done in 2011
and still showing very visual differences.
Rob Alderman ran through the treatments
and what had been observed over the past
5 years whilst Paul Blackwell summarised
the implications with regards to soil
chemistry and biology from the various
treatments.
By now it was starting to get very warm so we adjourned to the shed for some lunch (for those who
remembered to bring it) and a bit of light entertainment. First up we had Ben Plozza speaking about
the Plozza plough, followed by Steve Kelly from Rabobank maintaining how important it is to know
how your business is tracking and how you compare to standard financial benchmarks for grain
farming businesses.
Fiona Evans (Premiers Midcareer fellow in Agriculture) spoke about finding some growers using VRT
to work with on analysing the data. Grant Thompson (Landmark/Crop Circle Consulting) presented
on nutrient removal and movement in a dry year in reference to fertilising for the 2018 crop which
was a highlight for many field day attendees.

Back out into the heat again as it was only a
balmy 33°C by now and off to the Talinor site
with Syngenta’s Owen Langley who ran us
through all the pros and cons of Talinor, the new
group H herbicide.

Next stop was the very visual site of where 8 kg/N ha had been applied banded at seeding compared
to 20 kg/N. Luigi Moreschi (CSBP) ran us through the biomass imagery and the tissue tests from the
site at John and Kristen Warrs’.
Due to the below average year we had been having we decided to finish the day with a harvesting
roundup so several machinery dealers had helped us set up a site at Mel and Natasha Forresters’
property. First up we had Bill Campbell (Landmark/Farmanco) covering late spray options and the
importance of not exceeding MRL’s. Kylie Nelson (CBH) followed up on the ramifications if you do
deliver grain that exceeds MRLs.
Then we moved onto the toys with Glen Reithmuller (DPIRD) explaining options for modifications for
harvesting low yielding crops.

McIntosh and Son had kindly delivered their new header with the iHSD fitted, and Trent and
Warwick from Nyabing who used the iHSD last harvest gave a practical overview of using it as a
weed management tool.

To finish off the day we looked at managing your chaff. First of all chafflining options were outlined
by Nick McKenna (Planfarm), with Brad Burns (Balla) and Chad Eva(Three Springs) discussing the
advantages and disadvantages of putting the lines behind the header vs in the wheel tracks. Thank
you to Afgri Geraldton for delivering their header to Mel’s. Primary Sales also brought out the chaff
deck to explain to members how it functions.

Finally back to the YCC for roast beef rolls and a few beverages, as the sun set on YFIG field day for
2017. Adrian Rossi (DPIRD) deserves a special thank you for assisting YFIG with speaker logistics and
photos.

